PROVIDES HOSTED DESKTOP SOLUTIONS THAT
ARE SECURE, SCALABLE AND COST EFFECTIVE
What is a Hosted Desktop?
Basically, it is being able to access your desktop computer from anywhere in the world with a secure
internet connection. All your files, data, applications are held in the cloud meaning you can remotely
access whatever you need whilst being safe in the knowledge that your important information is being
managed by specialist IT guys and stored in a high security data centre.

Why should I move to a Hosted Desktop solution?
HIGH-SECURITY
UK DATA CENTRES

MICROSOFT
CERTIFIED ENGINEERS

ISO27001 accredited UK data centres.
Robust encryption and continuous
monitoring, we are committed to
safeguarding your data.

The knowledge and expertise to
customise a hosted desktop solution
that is right for your business.

HOW WE CAN

HELP

DATA SECURITY

We can meet any additional industry
specific security standards, install twofactor authentication and remotely
erase data from mobile devices for
absolute control and peace of mind.

ACCESS
ANYWHERE

Access all business applications and
files from any internet enabled device,
anywhere worldwide.

FULLY MANAGED
MIGRATION

Our migration will ensure there’s no impact on your
business. Running your new system parallel to your legacy
system for a seamless transition.

BEST-IN-CLASS
BACKUP & RECOVERY

Data is replicated in real time so
there’s no loss of service.

MICROSOFT
OFFICE SUITE

Access all the latest versions of every business application
you need, increasing productivity, embracing innovation
and facilitating business growth.

Benefits of a Hosted Desktop Solution:
Eliminate the cost and aggravation of buying, running and maintaining your own server.
Your data is backed up automatically in high security and carefully controlled ISO20071 UK data centres.
Real time back up to secondary data centre that is regularly tested ensuring they work (people are often
caught out by this and lose their data, even when they think they were backed up).
Complete control over what employees can access and set accessibility on a per user basis.
Automatic updates ensure you are always running the latest software and applications, protecting you and
your files.
Experience little to no downtime where the system is unavailable; Cloud B2B provide 99.9% uptime for all
cloud services.
Employees have access to everything they need wherever they need it and on any device
Keep using your business applications such as Microsoft Office, Outlook and Sage.
It’s on demand. You can set up accounts for new users and order more storage space as and when required.
It’s lightning fast. We’re talking minutes.

Giving you peace of mind…
Our hosted desktop solutions massively improves data security
and removes the risk of hardware failure. With your files sitting
on a dedicated machine in a UK data centre with enterprise level
firewalls, they are also duplicated and backed up. So if a failure
occurs, it’s never a problem. The backup will immediately cut
across to its sibling, so there is no loss of service and no downtime.
Moreover, your data is replicated in near real time over at another
data centre – at a separate location – in case of unexpected events
such as floods and fires. Every night your data is backed up again,
and you can decide how many of these daily backups to keep.

Build the right solution for you
Hosted Desktops can be tailored made for your business and
you can easily add on different applications including:
• Two factor authentications – providing an extra layer of security
to protect your all-important data. Two factor authentication is
a comprehensive security solution that confirms the identity of
all your users and ensures the health of their devices before they
connect to your applications.
• Mimecast – integration with Outlook, Mimecast provides you
wth a secure email portal that scans all inbound emails for any
potential threats. It will hold and allow you to view suspicious
emails online keeping your network completely secure and
minimising the possibility of an attack.
• Office 365 suite - Offering the complete Microsoft suite
of products, we help you get the most out of your chosen
technologies. Our dedicated team of Microsoft Certified
Engineers has everything you need to design, build, deploy
and manage a hosted desktop solution that is right for your
business, and your budget.

